The Poetry and Prose of Wang Wei

王右丞集卷之一 古詩

1.1

奉和聖製天長節賜宰臣歌應制
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太陽升兮照萬方，
開閶闔兮臨玉堂。
儼冕旒兮垂衣裳，
金天淨兮麗三光。
彤庭曙兮延八荒，
德合天兮禮神遍。
靈芝生兮慶雲見，
唐堯后兮稷孭臣。
匝宇宙兮華胥人，
盡九服兮皆四鄰。
乾降瑞兮坤獻珍。

1 Sagely composition: a poem composed by the emperor. Festival of Heaven Longevity was the name established in 748 for the celebration of the emperor’s birthday on the fifth day of the eighth month.
2 To let the robe drape down means to rule virtuously through non-action, a Daoist
ideal.
3 Sky of Metal is the sky of autumn; the Three Lights are the sun, the moon, and
the stars.
4 Crimson Court was a Han era palace; here used as a general term for the imperial
palaces. Eight Wilds is a general term for the full breadth of the empire.
5 An auspicious fungus that appears in response to virtue.
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Juan 1: Old style poems

1.1
Respectfully harmonizing to the sagely composition on the Festival
of Heaven Longevity presented to his high ministers: at imperial
command 1
The Great Yang rises and shines on a myriad sites;
They open the palace gate and He looks down from His jade hall;
He sets right His crown’s tassels, lets His robes drape down;2
4 The metal sky is clear and makes lovely the Three Lights.3
It is dawn in the Crimson Court; the light extends to the Eight
Wilds.4
His virtue harmonizes with the Heavens as he sacrifices to spirits
everywhere.
The numinous polypore has arisen and felicitous clouds have
appeared;5
8 Lord Yao of Tang, the ministers Ji and Qi:6
All of them circuit the cosmos; they are men of Huaxu.7
Every part of the Nine Feudatories: neighbors in every four
direction:8
And Heaven lets descend its auspicious signs and Earth presents
its treasure.9

6 Tang Yao is the ancient sage emperor Yao. Ji was the ancestor of the Zhou people
and served Yao as a minister of agriculture; Qi was the ancestor of the Shang
people and served Yao’s successor Shun as a minister of works. Here Wang Wei
is referring to the emperor and his ministers.
7 In the Liezi, the Yellow Emperor dreams of a Daoist utopia called Huaxu; when
he wakes up, he strives to put what he dreamt into practice in the empire.
8 Nine Feudatories was a way of classifying the various states that owed allegiance
to the house of Zhou, from closest to most remote (barbarian lands).
9 Perhaps a reference to the numinous polypores and felicitous clouds mentioned
in the seventh line.
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1.2

登樓歌
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聊上君兮高樓，
飛甍鱗次兮在下。
俯十二兮通衢，
綠槐參差兮車馬。
卻瞻兮龍首，
前眺兮宜春。
王畿鬱兮千里，
山河壯兮咸秦。
舍人下兮青宮，
據胡牀兮書空。
執戟疲于下位，
老夫好隱兮牆東。
亦幸有張伯英草聖兮龍騰虬躍，
擺長雲兮捩迴風。
琥珀酒兮彫胡飯，
君不御兮日將晚。
秋風兮吹衣，
夕鳥兮爭返。
孤砧發兮東城，
林薄暮兮蟬聲遠。
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1.2
Song: Climbing a Tower
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I shall climb your lofty tower, sir
The flying eaves overlap like fish scales below me
I look down upon twelve open avenues,
Mid the sophoras’ uneven rows are carts and horses.
I turn and look up at Dragon Head Hill,1
Gaze afar in front at Yichun Palace.2
The king’s realm is densely forested for a thousand li;
Hills and rivers grand in Qin’s Xianyang.3
The secretary comes down from the Crown Prince’s Palace,
Props himself on a folding stool he writes in the air.
Fatigued from grasping his halberd in his lowly place,
The old man cherishes reclusion to the east of the wall.4
Fortunately we have Zhang Boying, the sage of grass calligraphy here,
with his galloping dragons and leaping wyverns.5
He parts the long clouds and twists the whirlwind.
Amber ale and cooked wild rice –
If you won’t make use of them it will soon be too late.
An autumn wind blows our robes,
Evening birds hurry each other home.
Solitary fulling blocks sound by the eastern city wall,
The forest turns to dusk cicada’s sound distant.

1 A mountain in Shaanxi, south of the Wei 渭 River not far from Chang’an.
2 Detached palace of the Qin era; in the Tang it was located in the southeast corner
of Qujiang 曲江 Park.
3 Xianyang was the capital of the Qin dynasty; here it is a poetic substitution for
nearby Chang’an.
4 When the Eastern Han official Wang Jungong 王君公 encountered political turmoil, rather than fleeing into the country (like his friends), he chose to stay in
the city and hide among cattle merchants. An expression of the time described
him as “Wang Jungong, who fled from the world east of the wall.” “East of the
wall” then became a cliché for reclusion.
5 Zhang Boying is Zhang Yin 諲, a drinking companion of Wang Wei’s, good at
calligraphy and painting. See also 2.23–2.25.
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時不可兮再得，
君何為兮偃蹇。
1.3

雙黃鵠歌送別（時為節度判官。
在涼州作。）
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天路來兮雙黃鵠，
雲上飛兮水上宿。
撫翼和鳴整羽族，
不得已。
忽分飛，
家在玉京朝紫微。
主人臨水送將歸，
悲笳嘹唳垂舞衣。
賓欲散兮復相依，
幾往返兮極浦。
尚徘徊兮落暉，
岸上火兮相迎。
將夜入兮邊城，
鞍馬歸兮佳人散，
悵離憂兮獨含情。
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The season will not come again,
Why do you, sir, stand there waiting?

1.3
Song: A Pair of Brown Swans (seeing you off ) (At the time, serving
as Administrative Assistant to the Military Commissioner,
written in Liangzhou) 1
On Heaven’s Road coming a pair of brown swans,
Flying above the clouds roosting on the waters.
They beat their wings, cry in harmony, preen their feathers.
4 Being discontented,
They part in sudden flight;
One heads home to Jade Capital Mountain, the other goes to court in
the Purple Tenuity.2
The host on the bank sees you off, about to return;
8 Grieving reed pipes are shrill and sharp, dancing robes hang down.
Guests about to disperse yet they still linger together,
Soon to return to the farther shore.
Yet still they hesitate amid the setting radiance,
12 Fires on the riverbank welcome us.
As it turns to night you enter the frontier town,
Your saddled horse returns, the fine guests disperse.
I hate this sadness of parting yet I keep my feelings to myself.

1 Composed when serving Cui Xiyi 崔希逸 in Hexi on the northwest frontier,
ca. 737–738.
2 Jade Capital Mountain – in Daoist lore, a habitation of Immortals. Purple Tenuity: a constellation of fifteen stars around the pole star, and site of the divine
ruler of the cosmos in Daoism.
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1.4

贈徐中書望終南山歌
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晚下兮紫微，
悵塵事兮多違。
駐馬兮雙樹，
望青山兮不歸。
1.5–1.6

送友人歸山歌二首
1.
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山寂寂兮無人，
又蒼蒼兮多木。
群龍兮滿朝，
君何為兮空谷。
文寡和兮思深，
道難知兮行獨。
悅石上兮流泉，
與松間兮草屋。
入雲中兮養雞，
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1.4
Song: Gazing toward Zhongnan Mountain, presented to Vice
Director Xu of the Secretariat
In the evening I depart from the Department of Purple Tenuity,1
Despairing that worldly matters have mostly turned contrary.
I halt my horse by a sal tree;2
4 Gaze toward green mountains I will not return.

1.5–1.6
Two songs: seeing off a friend on his return to the hills

1.
How lonely the mountains no one there,
And deepest green with many trees.
Flocks of dragons fill the court;3
4 What are you doing here in this empty valley?
Your writings resonate with few you deeply brood;
The way is hard you walk alone.
You delight in streams flowing over the stones,
8 You enjoy your thatched hut amid the pines.
You enter into the clouds raise chickens;4

1 Here the term is used as a poetic substitution for the Secretariat (zhongshu sheng
中書省).
2 Shorea robusta, the sal or or śala tree: the tree under which the Buddha’s mother
gave birth to him. Also by some accounts the tree where the Buddha achieved
parinirvan.a. Sometimes used as a poetic substitution for a Buddhist monastery.
3 Many virtuous men are serving the emperor.
4 Probably an allusion to a Daoist Transcendent who lived over a hundred years
and raised over a thousand chickens, to each of whom he assigned a name. Each
would come to him when he called its name.
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上山頭兮抱犢。
神與棗兮如瓜，
虎賣杏兮收穀。
愧不才兮妨賢，
嫌既老兮貪祿。
誓解印兮相從，
何詹尹兮可卜。
2.
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山中人兮欲歸，
雲冥冥兮雨霏霏。
水驚波兮翠菅靡，
白鷺忽兮翻飛。
君不可兮褰衣，
山萬重兮一雲。
混天地兮不分，
樹晻曖兮氛氳。
猿不見兮空聞，
忽山西兮夕陽。
見東皋兮遠村，
平蕪綠兮千里。
眇惆悵兮思君。
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You ascend the mountains with the calf you possess.1
The spirits will give you dates as big as melons;2
12 You’ll sell apricots with your tigers and store your grain.3
I am ashamed I am talentless and block the progress of the worthy;
Hate that I have now grown old and yet still greedy for salary.
I swear I’ll untie my seal of office and follow you away;
16 What need for divination from Zhan Yin?4

2.
The man of the mountains wants to return;
The clouds are dark and murky, the rain falls in gusts.
The water in startled waves, the green thatch scattered;
4 White egrets abruptly flutter in the wind.
My lord, you cannot hoist your robe to cross;
Hills in myriad layers, a single cloud.
Heaven and earth confounded, cannot be distinguished;
8 Trees dim and gloomy, dense and full.
Gibbons cannot be seen but their cries are heard in the air;
Sudden, to the west of the hills, the evening sun.
Look to the eastern riverside fields the distant villages;
12 Level grasslands green for a thousand li.
My distant gaze disconsolate; I long for my lord.
1 Reference to “Possess Calf Mountain” in Shandong, so named because a recluse
cultivated crops there, with only a single calf to help him.
2 The Han wizard Li Shaojun 李少君 claimed that he met the immortal Master
Anqi 安期, who ate dates the size of melons.
3 A certain Dong Feng 董奉 lived at Mt. Lu 廬, where he treated patients. He had
them plant apricot trees in payment. When this formed a forest, he set up a
storehouse and asked people to pay for his apricots with grain. Anyone who
cheated was pursued by five tigers.
4 In “Divination,” (Bu ju 卜居), a short piece in the Han anthology Chu ci, Qu
Yuan after years of exile begs the diviner Zhan Yin to tell him what he should
do. Confronted with Qu Yuan’s moral dilemma, Zhan Yin surrenders his milfoil
stalks and tells him that divination would be of no help to him.
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1.7–1.8

魚山神女祠歌
1.

迎神曲
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坎坎擊鼓，
魚山之下。
吹洞簫，
望極浦。
女巫進，
紛屢舞。
陳瑤席，
湛清酤。
風淒淒兮夜雨。
神之來兮不來。
使我心兮苦復苦。
2.

送神曲
紛進拜兮堂前，
目眷眷兮瓊筵。
來不語兮意不傳，
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1.7–1.8
Songs: The shrine of the goddess of Fish Mountain 1

1.
Welcoming the Goddess
Bang bang the drums are struck,
At the foot of Fish Mountain.
They blow the bamboo flutes,
4 Gaze to the farther shore.
The shamanka approaches,
In a profusion of many dances.
Roll out the precious offering mats!
8 Pour out the crystal ale!
The wind is cold and dismal at night it rains.
Does the goddess come or not?
This makes our hearts bitter beyond bitter.

2.
Bidding the Goddess Farewell
In a flurry they come forward to bow before the hall,
Eyes that gaze with yearning on the garnet mat.
She comes without speaking does not convey her thoughts,

1 In Jizhou; poems were composed when Wang Wei was serving there (721–726).
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作暮雨兮愁空山。
悲急管，思繁絃，
靈之駕兮儼欲旋。
倏雲收兮雨歇，
山青青兮水潺湲。
1.9

白黿渦（雜言走筆）
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南山之瀑水兮，
激石䑠瀑似雷驚。
人相對兮不聞語聲，
翻渦跳沫兮蒼苔濕。
蘚老且厚，
春草為之不生。
獸不敢驚動，
鳥不敢飛鳴。
白黿渦濤戲瀨兮，
委身以縱橫。
主人之仁兮，
不網不釣，
得遂性以生成。
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4 She makes the rain at dusk

turns the empty hills doleful.
With grief the swift flutes are played; brooding, the intricate strings.
Her numinous carriage solemnly begins to turn.
Swiftly the clouds pull away and the rain ceases;
8 How green are the hills and the water flows on and on.

1.9
White Turtle Eddy (Irregular lines, written on the spur of
the moment)
That waterfall at Zhongnan Mountain:
It spurts from the rock with an angry roar like thunder startling.
When people face it they cannot hear themselves speak;
4 Upending eddies, leaping foam it soaks the gray-green moss.
The lichen grows old and thick there,
And spring grasses do not grow because of it,
And beasts do not dare to leap in its presence,
8 And birds do not dare to fly or cry.
White Turtle Eddy’s billows and playful rapids,
Give themselves over to flying this way and that.
The ruler’s benevolence:
12 No nets, no hooks,
Able to follow your nature in birth and growth.
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1.10

酬諸公見過（時官出在輞川莊。）
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嗟予未喪，
哀此孤生。
屏居藍田，
薄地躬畊。
歲晏輸稅，
以奉粢盛。
晨往東皋，
草露未晞。
暮看煙火，
負擔來歸。
我聞有客，
足掃荊扉。
簞食伊何，
副瓜抓棗。
仰廁群賢，
皤然一老。
媿無莞簟，
班荊席藁。
汎汎登陂，
折彼荷花。
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1.10
Reply to several gentlemen who came to visit (at the time I was
out of office and living on my Wangchuan estate)
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Alas! My mourning has not ended,
And I lament this solitary life.
Living as a recluse in Lantian,
I do my own plowing on my barren land.
At the end of the year I pay my tax,
Offering grain to fill the ruler’s sacrificial vessels.
At dawn I go to the eastern riverbank fields,
When the dew on the grass has not yet dried.
At dusk, when I see the smoky fires,
Carrying my burdens I come back home.
When I heard that guests had come,
I swept everything within my scrap-wood door.
What food is in my rice basket?
Split melons, and dates I’ve pulled off the tree.
Humbly I mingle with this group of worthies,
A single white-haired old man.
Ashamed I have not rugs woven of fine guan leaves,1
I spread orchid-tree branches on the floor and use straw for mats.
Then drifting along as we sail out on the lake,
We pluck the reed flowers.

1 Skimmia japonica, an evergreen shrub whose leaves were woven to make mats.
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靜觀素鮪，
俯映白沙。
山鳥群飛，
日隱輕霞。
登車上馬，
倏忽雨散。
雀噪荒村，
雞鳴空館。
還復幽獨，
重欷累歎。
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In the stillness we watch the white sturgeon,
Set off below against the white sand.
Mountain birds fly in their flocks,
24 The sun is hidden in the light clouds of sunset.
Then we climb our carriages, mount our horses,
And all of a sudden the rain disperses.
Sparrows are raucous in the rustic village,
28 And roosters crow in the empty lodge.
Then I return once more, secluded alone,
Sobbing and sighing again and again.
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